Temporal relationship between ERG components and geniculate unit activity in rabbit.
The purpose of this study was to examine if there is an ERG component (alpha-wave, b-wave, oscillatory potentials) which can be used to account for the intraretinal processing time. To address this issue, ERGs and LGN unit responses were recorded simultaneously from anesthetized and paralyzed rabbits. A gradual decrease in the intensity of the light stimulus yields a progressive increase in the latency of the LGN unit response. A similar, highly correlated (r = 0.91 +/- 013), latency shift was also noted for one oscillatory potential (OP2). In comparison, correlation coefficients of r = 0.63 +/- 0.27 and r = 0.70 +/- 0.29 were obtained for the alpha- and b-wave respectively. Furthermore, in 77.6% of the cells examined, OP2 preceded LGN unit activity while the b-wave preceded LGN activity in only 17.8% of the cases. Our results suggest that, of all the retinal potentials considered, the peak time of OP2 better reflects the primary visual processes and the intraretinal time taken for visual processing.